
Sharkbait and the Colorado Underwater Photographic 

Society present: 

Three short films on the Missions of the 

 

 

 

,  
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th
, 2017      

6:30pm at the Downtown Aquarium 

 

David Borus, Photographer, explorer, adventurer, world traveler, and has done 40 years 

of diving.  He has lived in New York, Los Angeles, Tokyo, and now Florida.  Publisher of 

Ocean Geographic USA, he has 20+ years working in finance. 

He will be presenting the work of Ocean Geographic Magazine and speaking on the 

adventures to the Artic, Antarctic and the Coral Triangle.   



The Mission of Elysium Artists Trips are to capture the panorama, flora and fauna of these 

regions in a perspective no one has ever seen before.  These regions are regarded as one of the 

most enchanting wilderness areas of our planet, yet volatile and under severe threat from the 

warming of the world’s climate. This films promise the most awe-inspiring and stunning visual 

interpretation ever seen. If a picture is worth a thousand words, then the images of the Elysium 

Artists team shall inspire appreciation and love for these treasures and a greater awareness of the 

impacts of climate change. 

The Ocean Geographic Magazine is a “Ocean Conservation Magazine” and is the highest quality 

images and stories of exploration around the globe. 

If you were a fan of National Geographic and the every now and again oceanic adventure story, then 

you will love Ocean Geographic. Ocean Geographic is a magazine dedicated to rich stories, research, 

and oceanic conservation of the creatures living below the seas. Renowned underwater photographer 

and explorer, Michael Aw, launched the magazine and presently resides out of Sydney, Australia. 

David will be representing Michael in sharing more information on Ocean Geographic, their 

expeditions, and of course numerous videos showcasing the quality of their research and literature. 

David has been on numerous underwater expeditions for Ocean Geographic.  This magazine is 

supported by an Editorial Board with names like Dr. Sylvia Earle, Howard and Michelle Hall, David 

Doubilet, and many others you will likely find Ocean Geographic to be one of those must subscribe 

to publications. We look forward to sharing the great efforts from this global magazine with our 

members and guests.  

For more information please visit: 

http://www.ogsociety.org/ 

https://www.facebook.com/OceanGeographic/ 


